THE BRIEF

Have elbow rests and yet still stack.
Space saving, both in use and in storage.
The possibility to create both upholstered and wipeable surfaces.
Connectable. Give design choice.
Work in different spaces. Provoke a smile.
Be contagious.

THE CHAIR

Something that can be enjoyed in any space, the world over.
It’s contagious, but also universal.
Laughter is the most recognised form of universal communication.

Meet The LAUGH Chair®.

E V E R Y O N E E N J O Y S A L A Ü G H

L A Ü G H®
LAUGHER IS THE BEST WORKPLACE MEDICINE
UPHOLSTERED SHELL
SLED FRAME • IN BLUE
HAVING A LAUGH BOOSTS THE IMMUNE SYSTEM
WOODGRAIN POLYPROPYlene SHELL
4 LEG FRAME
LAÜGHTER RELIEVES PHYSICAL TENSION AND STRESS
THE STACK

Having a Laugh reduces mental tension and increases energy, enabling you to stay focused and accomplish more.

The LAUGH Chair® accomplishes more workspace efficiency through its space saving design and easy storage capabilities.
Woodgrain shell sled base chair also available without armrests (sled frame B). Minimum order quantity 100 chairs.
POLYPROPYLENE SHELL

SLED FRAME A

SLED FRAME B

FRAME COLOURS

All shell colours are matching to the frame colour, except for the blue shell. The blue shell is a light denim blue in contrast to the rich bright blue frame. Please also note the chrome frame pictured has a black colour shell.

4 LEG FRAME

MOQ 100 chairs

MOQ 100 chairs

MOQ 100 chairs

MOQ 100 chairs

MOQ 100 chairs

MOQ 100 chairs
SPECIFICATIONS

SLED FRAME Solid rod steel frame
4 LEG FRAME Solid steel with PP timber coating
SHELL CONSTRUCTION 10% Glass Fiber Reinforced Polypropylene
WOODGRAIN FINISH Hydrographic process exceeding adhesion cross-cut testing

WARRANTY
10 YEARS comprehensive guarantee
DURABILITY manufactured to exceed international strength and durability standards

LINKING DEVICE
Clear, non-marking, easy connect linking foot

SEAT PAD
Optional slimline seat pad